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mathias sager 

School & Advisory

80% is Psychology
B2 Yaesuguchi 
Kaikan, 
1-7-20 Yaesu, 
Chuo-ku, 
Tokyo, �103-
0028

Every Wednesday
19:00 Snacks & Drinks

19:30 - 21:00
Each time a new 

inspirational topic to 
reflect upon, discuss, and 

take away.
Ticket: ¥1,500 (Entrance: ¥2,000, six-

times card: ¥6000)

Deeper Experience - Bigger Impact 
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COURSE 02:
Inspiring Others Across Cultures and 

(Self-)Leadership Psychology

mathias sager –
School & Advisory

Session # 08
Leaders and Followers & Leadership Strategies
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INTRODUCTION
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Inter-generational Cross-culturalMulti-disciplinary
Objective and Approach

Philosophy

Human, mental 
control

Natural, physical 
conditions

Psychology

Education

Business 
Administration

Art

Biology

LEARNING (Human 
Behavior)

80% Psychology (HOW, WHY) 20% ”Mechanics” 
(WHAT)
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Let’s learn for life!

Learning together

• Please use easy English

• We are a safe learning space

• Please ask anything at any time

• Serve yourself with drinks and snacks

• Break / Toilet

• Let’s learn for life!

01: The Psychology of 

Learning & Developing a 

Growth Mindset

02: Inspiring Others Across 

Cultures & (Self-) 

Leadership Psychology 

03: Developing Human 

Capital, Cultural Agility, and 

Global Talent Management

Certification

• Certification is possible upon 

request.
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Let’s learn for life!

November 21, 2018 – January 16, 2019
‘Inspiring Others Across 
Cultures and (Self-)Leadership 
Psychology’

Wednesday, November 21, 2018
- #07 1/6 Leadership Philosophy
Wednesday, November 28, 2018
- #08 2/6 Leaders and Followers & 

Leadership Strategies
Wednesday, December 5, 2018
- #09 3/6 Personality and Leadership 

Styles
Wednesday, December 12, 2018
- #10 4/6 Inspirational Leaders
Wednesday, January 9, 2019
- #11 5/6 Leadership, (Cultural) Threats, 

and Change
Wednesday, January 16, 2019
- #12 6/6 Leadership, Power, and 

Influence

January 23, 2018 – February 27, 2019
‘Developing Human Capital, 
Cultural Agility, and Global 
Talent Management’

Wednesday, January 23, 2019
- #13 1/6 The Psychology of Talent, 

Competencies, and Appraisal
Wednesday, January 30, 2019
- #14 2/6 Developing Human Capital: 

Success in Learning
Wednesday, February 6, 2019
- #15 3/6 Mobility and Cultural Agility
Wednesday, February 13, 2019
- #16 4/6 Global Mindset
Wednesday, February 20, 2019
- #17 5/6 Global Talent Management 

Strategies 
Wednesday, February 27, 2019
#18 6/6 Developing Cultural Empathy 

October 10, 2018 – November 14, 2018
‘The Psychology of Learning 
& Developing a Growth 
Mindset’

Wednesday, October 10, 2018, 19:00
- #01 1/6 The History and Philosophy 

of Learning (for Life) 
Wednesday, October 17, 2018, 19:00
- #02 2/6 Behaviorism, and Animal and 

Human Learning 
Wednesday, October 24, 2018, 19:00
- #03 3/6 Social Learning & Developing 

a Growth Mindset 
Wednesday, October 31, 2018, 19:00
- #04 4/6 Brain and Memory in 

Learning 
Wednesday, November 7, 2018, 19:00
- #05 5/6 Learning and Motivation 
Wednesday, November 14, 2018, 19:00
- #06 6/6 Learner Profiles and 

Strategies 
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I love to support positive change!
Background
- Education Sciences (Bachelor)
- Information Management (Bachelor)
- Business Administration (Executive MBA)
- Psychology (Diploma). 

I’m here because …

Experience
- High school teacher

- IT programmer, project leader (5 years)
- Trainer Leadership and conflict management (4 years)
- Senior Manager at Ernst & Young / EY Shinnihon (8 yrs)
- Founder Platform Cooperativism Japan (PCJ) Consortium
- Visiting Researcher Tokyo University (current)

- Online school and advisory  (current)

www.mathias-sager.com

5.5 years 
ago
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Today’s session overview

Introduction

Part 1: Leaders and followers
• Leadership starts with a follower

• It’s not about the leader

• Social identity theory (in-group favoritism and 
out-group differentiation)

• Not obedience, but followership (A 
reconceptualization of Milgram’s shock 
experiment from 1963)

• Service-for-prestige theory of leadership

• Reciprocity

• Attachment Theory

Part 2: Leadership strategies
• What types of followers does your leadership 

foster?

• Sharedness in leadership and trust to increase 
collaboration capacity

• Collaboration for information sharing

• Potential Network Limitations (Examples from 
Japan)

• Reverse mentoring

• Humor as an effective leadership strategy

• Developing Distributed Leadership (DL) for 
Social Change
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YOUR EXPECTATIONS
Reflection

• Name
• Why are you interested in 

(self-)leadership?
• What do you expect from 

today/the overall meetup?
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LEADERS AND FOLLOWERS
Part 1
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Leadership starts with a follower

Shin In Guen• Followership is the 
default setting in our 
brain

• Babies mimic the 
facial expression of 
their care givers and 
follow their eye gaze. 

• Remember Karl Lorenz:
• Young geese are 

biologically 
programmed to 
follow the first 
object that moves 
when they hatch 
from the egg. 

Konrad Lorenz’ Imprinting experiment

“Followed” 
prison guards 

against the parents
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Leader is made by first follower
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It’s not about the leader

“Being a  leader is 
not about you. It’s 
about the people 
that are on your 

team and how you 
can help them be 

successful.”
- Susan Vobejda 

“A leader is best 
when people barely 

know he exists, when 
his work is done, his 
aim fulfilled, they all 

say we did it 
ourselves.”

- Lao Tzu

“True leadership 
must be for the 
benefit of the 

followers, not to 
enrich the leader.”
- John C. Maxwell

“True leaders don’t 
create followers, 
they create more 

leaders.”
- unknown

“The growth and development of people is the highest calling of leadership.” H.S. Firestone
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Social identity theory (in-group favoritism and out-group differentiation)

Categorization
People are categorized 

based on shared 
characteristics (and 

relationships of in-group 
/ out-group are 

established)

In-group
Group members are seen as individuals and their 

positive traits are highlighted (i.e., ingroup 
favoritism or “establishment of positive 

distinctiveness”

Competition
Social comparison to obtain a positive 

distinctiveness of one’s own group for positive 
social identity / self-concept / self-image

Out-group
Group members are seen as being similar to each 

other and negative traits are highlighted (i.e., 
discrimination of out-group)

People make sense of their 
social world by using “us–
them” distinctions 
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Social identity theory
• Self-categorization is critical for effective leadership and followership
• Followers' identification with a given group predicts the extent to which they are 

influenced by the leader of that group

Followers of the group 
identified with are:

- Industrious
- Enthusiastic

- Good citizens

Prototypical perception according to group identification

Followers of the group not 
identified with are:

- Conforming
- Incompetent
- InsubordinateThey can be 

persuaded by 
information

They need to be 
coerced by force
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Not obedience, but followership (A reconceptualization of Milgram’s shock 
experiment from 1963)

Blindly following 
authority.

Social identification as motivation to follow and to commit to 
leader’s moral compass (in-group non-critical thinking).VS

all 65%

extreme life-
threatening
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Service-for-prestige theory of leadership

LEADER FOLLOWER

Prestige-
based 

reciprocity

Public goods Prestige / Status

FOLLOWER

Disrespect 
(not paying 
the ”costs”)

Punitive 
social 

exclusion

Equal 
bargaining 

power

LEADER FOLLOWER

Leader’s ability to 
dominate and exploit

Leader has 
more relative 

power

Dominance-
based 

coercion

Prestige / Status
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Reciprocity

1. Ego inflation (“I need external status 
however received to feel worthy”)

2. A state of being morally or legally 
bound; a duty or commitment 
(“I feel obliged/guilty”)

3. Giving only by expecting to receive
equal exchange

1. Self-esteem (“I feel pride for 
my service”)

2. A feeling of gratitude and 
desire to return the favor 
(“I feel thankful”)

3. Giving to make somebody’s 
day

Achieving one’s full potential, including creative 
activities

Prestige and feeling of accomplishment
Intimate relationships, friends

Security, safety

Food, water, warmth, rest

Basic 
needs

Psychological 
needs

Self-fulfillment 
needs

Hierarchy of Needs 
(Abraham Maslow)

Self-
actualization

Belongingness & love

Esteem 

Safety

Physiological
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Attachment theory

• When social relations are 
perceived to be insecure, the “us-
them” distinction (social identity 
theory) is stronger.

• Avoidant attachment is associated 
with the effectively detached 
exploitation of others

• Trusting, lasting relationships
• Good self-esteem
• Comfortable with sharing feelings
• Seeking out social support
• Tend to be nominated as leaders
• Pro-social and follower-empowering 

leadership styles

Emotional abuse results 
in insecure attachment

Secure attachment
- Babies will freely explore their 

environment and occasionally return to 
parent for comfort.

- Babies will cry when parent leaves, but 
crying quickly stops when parent 
returns.

- Most babies have a secure attachment 
to their caregiver (60%).
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What types of followers does your leadership foster?

A follower is a person who supports and 
admires a particular person or set of ideas 
(Oxford Dictionary, n.d.)

Five types of followers 
Defined by scores on two continuums (Kelley, 
1988):
• Critical thinking - low to high
• Level of involvement in organizational affairs -
low to high

Does your leadership welcome critical 
thinking?

Cr
iti

ca
l t

hi
nk

in
g 

Level of involvement 
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LEADERSHIP STRATEGIES
Part 1
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Sharedness in leadership and trust to increase collaboration capacity

Trust as the necessary condition to enable the exchange of knowledge 
(collaboration capacity) 
àQuestioning hierarchy and leadership to improve teamwork 
àGroup processes can be problematic for individuals who are used to concentrate high power 
àLow professional identification hinders support for knowledge exchange and shared leadership too
àAltruism and service-orientation is required

• Animals like horses and macaque take 
decisions based on consensus shared among 
group members 

• Flat hierarchies and shared decision-making structures that empower 
leaders on all levels, are suitable strategies for fast and good decision-
making (as, e.g., required in health care)
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Collaboration for information sharing

Better network -> more information sharing -> more 
innovation -> improved performance -> increased 
profitability.

Team play Shared leadership
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1) Lack of international 

cooperation

Potential Network Limitations (Examples from Japan)

2) Inter-company rivalry (JP coopetition)

3) Preference for domestic monolingual male workforce

5) Global mindset not an organizational responsibility

8) Traditional gender and family roles

6) 9% of JP managers < 

40 years old (India: 

62%, China: 76%)

7) Fewer students going abroad

4) Record low-level in foreign 

academics and engineers

9) Blaming the young generation for being “insular” (uchimuki)
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Reverse Mentoring
Benefits of 

Reverse Mentoring

ü Learn from 
seniors rich 
experience

ü Progress 
teaching and 
communication 
skills

ü Senior people 
become more 
engaged

ü Improve 
technological/ 
digital 
understanding

New Ideas, 
Innovation
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Humor as an effective leadership strategy

Transformational leaders who are 
utilizing humor are more effective in 
winning trust and affective commitment 
from their followers. 
• A leader’s self-deprecating humor can 

offer a bridge to close authority gaps 
• A leader’s humor might be supportive 

for further use of humor by the 
subordinate too 

Humor appreciation depends on cultural 
context
• Chinese employees, compared to US 

workers, emphasize more seriousness 
than humor in a “serious” leader-
follower work environment 

• How about Japan?

SENSE OF HUMOR
The ability to see humor in a situation is a valuable asset 

Laughter can be a curing medicine to relieve tension.
A leader who sees humor in a situation can relax 

subordinates, while restoring confidence ad positive 
thinking.
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Developing Distributed Leadership (DL) for Social Change

Current situation
v 90 percent of contemporary leadership research is based on corporate for-profit environments
v Mystification and celebration of top-down leadership, capitalist shareholder dominance, and 

the absence of teaching foundations of cooperative, democratic principles in (business) schools 

Risks 
Ø Dominant players and protagonist leaders are pursuing their individual careers and are not 

sharing information, which leads to decreased influence, impaired self-efficacy, lowered job 
satisfaction, and lack of creative behavior of people

Ø Without a higher self-awareness for intensified inquiries among the different stakeholders, 
information- and power-imbalances and related exploitations are aggravating

Opportunities
q Early stage organizations
q Youth and women
q Coaching approaches and safe learning spaces for meaningful experimentation
q Multi-cultural and human-oriented communities
q Promotion of self-nominations for accountability and functions rather than privileges of status
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12 Takeaways from ‘80% is Psychology’
(Session #8: Leaders and Followers & Leadership Strategies)

1. It is crucial to what role models children are exposed. Babies intuitively follow the eye gaze of their mothers. Little geese adopt the first seen subject after 
hatching as their caregiver (so-called IMPRINTING). And imprisoned children regard the prison guards as their parents to follow. 

2. Followers emulate primarily other followers, not necessarily the leader. A movement is made by courageous followers who show others how to follow too. 
Therefore it is essential to nurture followers.

3. To form a positive social identity (as everybody seeks to), people use self-categorization. According to SOCIAL IDENTITY THEORY, this risks leading to biased 

social comparison in which people tend to over-favorize one’s own group’s individuals’ positive characteristics while they stereotype and discriminate out-
group members having mainly negative traits.

4. PROTOTYPICAL PERCEPTIONS cause people to think that the followers of the group they identify with can be persuaded by information, while out-group 

followers are mis-perceived as needing to be coerced by force.
5. Individuals who follow a leader against their own moral beliefs or good judgment may do so because they socially identify with the leader and consciously 

choose to follow his/her MORAL COMPASS.
6. Leaders in a mutually beneficial leader-follower relationship provide public goods to their followership. In return, followers voluntarily pay their costs to the 

leader in the form of prestige. When leaders gain more relative power, and their high status becomes less dependent on their willingness to pay the costs of 
benefitting followers, the SERVICE-FOR-PRESTIGE THEORY predicts that leader-follower relations will become more based on leaders’ ability to dominate and 
exploit.

7. In the phenomena of RECIPROCITY, we should differentiate whether it is about our genuine desire to return favors unconditionally based on feelings of 
thankfulness, or whether we get trapped into “marketing tricks” that let us act upon feelings of obligation and guilt.

8. A secure ATTACHMENT STYLE helps people trusting in lasting relationships, self-confidentially seeking out and providing social support that empowers 
themselves and colleagues alike. Insecurely attached people may cause stronger exclusion and exploitation of others.

9. Effective followers as fostered by TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP are those who are not only actively involved, but those who are also critically thinking to 

influence decision-making and change. Conformist followers who are not challenging the status quo contribute less to innovation and business performance 
improvement.

10. DIVERSITY AND INCLUSIVENESS are vital also from a business perspective because better-connected networks enable more knowledge sharing that is favorable 

for innovation and improves business performance, which ultimately results in increased profitability.
11. REVERSE MENTORING allows any employees to assume, (informal) leadership roles. Reverse mentoring not only promotes bi-directional knowledge exchange, 

but it can help isolated older leaders to enter into more egalitarian relationships as well. 
12. Utilizing CONSTRUCTIVE HUMOR may be an effective leadership strategy to win trust and commitment from followers as it bridges authority gaps and 

encourages the both-sided expression of positive emotions even when addressing difficult matters.
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Copyright. All rights reserved 2018

Q&A
Thank you! www.mathias-sager.com

Next:
Wednesday, Nov. 14, 2018, 19:00
- #09 3/6 Personality and Leadership 

Styles
On Amazon and Udemy


